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ABSTRACT
Design/methodology/approach (limit 100 words)
‘Fraserburgh on Film’ is an online platform created for the purpose of collating digital heritage

film from the communities situated in the corner of North-East Scotland. The research adopted

an ethnographic approach working within the community, with James Taylor and other

contributors to collect and curate moving images associated with the town. Archival research

then supplemented these films. A digital platform was then constructed, tested and launched as

the archival repository for the materials collected.
Purpose (limit 100 words)

The aim of the research was to create a site which could host an archive of moving image

associated with the town of Fraserburgh in Scotland, but could also include other digital

artefacts to support and enhance the narratives contained within the films. Elements of digital

storytelling were utilised and a purposely designed section, ‘behind the film’, was included

within the site which saw stories presented and supported with the use of archive newspaper

clippings, photography and a series of reflective audio clips recorded for the research.
Findings (limit 100 words)

The research highlights the importance of having a close association with the community in

question, and provides details about the creation of the platform, and framing it in the context of

a vehicle for digital storytelling and participatory heritage. The article demonstrates how

archive film should be gathered, edited and remaster for long-term preservation and access.

Practical aspects such as video hosting, searchability, metadata are explored as are subsequent

methods of dissemination and engagement.

Practical implications (limit 100 words)

The research highlights a number of practical decisions which must be made when considering

similar projects. These include gaining access to the moving images in the first place but also

significant infrastructural issues around the creation, organisation and dissemination of an

online digital repository. These lessons are transferable to other small community-based

cultural and heritage organisations.

Social implications (limit 100 words)

The archive has been very positively received in the community as an important repository for

preserving community heritage and identity. High levels of public engagement have been
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demonstrated since its launch which have led to new material being discovered. The archive

has a wider cultural legacy across the North-East of Scotland because of both the nature of the

films and the widespread use of the Doric dialect.

Originality/value (limit 100 words)

The originality lies in the distinctive amount of moving image (and oral history) collected by

local historian, James Taylor and his willingness to allow his materials to be edited and

repurposed to ensure their long-term survival. The lessons learned in this project are

transferable to other locations in terms of both collecting material, the creation of the hosting

platform, and in crowd-sourcing background information. The crucial importance of working

with community partners in digital heritage work is reinforced. The research affords practical
illustrations of steps to be taken and factors to be considered. It demonstrates how a well-

crafted digital heritage product can genuinely engage with the community.
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Introduction
It is said that collective memory can be preserved and solidified in artefacts which represent the

cultural heritage of societies and communities (Van Vliet and Hekman 2012). The ease of access

to collections of photography, audio recordings and video, afforded by increased digitisation

and utilisation of online and digital platforms, has seen an exponential growth in recent years

with a focus on representing smaller communities outside the bounds of traditional bearers of

archives and collections (Alexander and Hamilton 2016). Artefacts of both tangible and

intangible heritage, once held within the constraints of organisational archives and private

collections, are being made available for people to reflect, learn and engage with the past,

widening access through the process of digitisation and digital dissemination of information
(MacDonald, Couldry and Dickens 2015).

Identified by UNESCO as a worldwide concern (Alker and Donaldson 2018) and part of the

ongoing strategy of institutions such as the National Library of Scotland (NLS 2015), the

creation and preservation of surrogate materials from their conversion to digital formats is seen

as a method in which to safeguard artefacts for the future and to widen their accessibility,

allowing them to be accessed and viewed by audiences in new ways and for new purposes

(Craven 2011). The democratisation of heritage through platforms of digital engagement is an

aspiration of many institutions of knowledge (Sabharwal 2015) but, in many instances, the

same methods of distribution and consumption are being utilised by smaller groups and even

individuals to contribute to, enhance or add new perspectives to the narratives of places and

communities and their collective consciousnesses (Cassidy 2012).

Purkis (2017) argues that in creating narratives which reflect the lived histories of communities

and individuals, a sense of place and identify can be fostered, encouraging engagement with and

participation in cultural heritage. By breathing new life into content a sense of social cohesion

can be facilitated (Tait et al. 2013) with collections of digital artefacts have proving popular, as

reflected in the success of projects such as Portsoy Past and Present (Beel et al. 2017) and the

photo-elicitation research using Buckie Heritage Centre’s photography collection (Hood and

Reid 2018). These notable projects saw increased engagement with the collections held within
archives by making them available to view in the online sphere while simultaneously offering

the opportunity to reflect upon the ways in which people consume heritage in this context.

Streaming of digital video has become a dominant method of consuming information online

(Ongena et al. 2013). Within the context of heritage, moving image presents the means by which

the process of digital storytelling can be supported (Iseke 2011), with digital conversion and
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online hosting slowly unlocking content previously held within the constraints of now obsolete

formats and technologies (Taylor and Gibson 2017). Moreover, when considering the

conservation of materials for future use, the ability to digitally preserve and present content is

also very timely as artefacts stored on analogue formats are at risk of being lost completely,

both due to material degradation of the physical storage medium and the obsolescence of

hardware on which to view (Iraci 2017).

This research focused on the creation of an online resource entitled ‘Fraserburgh on Film’. The

site provides a platform for which the collation and presentation of moving images and

interviews from Fraserburgh, a town in the North-East of Scotland, and its surrounding villages.

Fraserburgh is a town of 13,000 inhabitants at the north-east tip of Aberdeenshire in Scotland,

surround by sea on both the north and the east. It is known universally in the local Doric dialect

as The Broch. Materials were drawn from a variety of different collections including digitised

material held by the Fraserburgh Heritage Centre; however, a significant number of the films

were from the vast archive of moving images and interviews created by local historian James

Taylor, as well as clips digitised from 8mm film reels donated by local residents. In doing so, the

value of these films has been celebrated and a platform created whereby interaction is

encouraged, taking inspiration from theories of participatory heritage where a shift in the role

of the user is seen from consuming and observing passively to actively participating through

contribution and the production of content (Carletti, 2016).

Although some of these films are available to view online through other platforms such as

YouTube and Facebook, the creation of the digital archive saw, for the first time, the content

being collated together in one place to convey stories from the area through the medium of

moving image and other archival materials. The design of a platform for the purposes of digital

curation required careful consideration to ensure that it accommodated formats effectively,

both those created natively on digital platforms, as well as surrogate materials produced as a

result of digitisation from analogue and physical formats (Dallas, 2016). In creating this

community archive, the importance of these film artefacts as vehicles for the preservation and

celebration of intangible cultural heritage is championed, allowing them to exist within a space
which conveys stories and social histories unique to the North-East corner of Scotland.

Having taken these factors into consideration, the aim of the research was, therefore, the

creation of an online portal to curate and present heritage film from the Fraserburgh area with a

focus on adding value to content through processes of digital storytelling. The aim was

underpinned by the following objectives.
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1. Select and collate films from the Fraserburgh area from personal collections created by

North-East residents, such as James Taylor, and use these as the basis for research which

results in the creation of supplementary materials to further expand upon narratives

contained within.

2. Create an online platform to serve as a means to present collated materials where the

worth of the content as valuable artefacts of social and cultural history can be promoted.

3. Explore the concept of digital storytelling and use this as a basis for structuring the
presentation and manipulation of materials on the platform.

4. Design the platform and the narrative of the project in such a way that interactivity and

contribution from the audience is encouraged upon launch through the mechanics of the

platform itself and by linking with social media, facilitating the realisation of the project

as vehicle for participatory heritage.

Literature review

This research considered the study of heritage through a number of broad themes. Prominent

theories which underpin both the production and opportunities for subsequent study of the

platform include: mixed media digital storytelling and the tools in which to conduct this in an

online context, digital heritage engagement, using digital platforms to widen access to archive

materials and community based participatory heritage.
Digital storytelling

The origins of the term ‘digital storytelling’ can be traced back to the 1980s when Atchley first

used multimedia items to support storytelling performances (Rossiter and Garcia 2010).

Described as “short vignettes that combine the art of telling stories with multimedia objects” (p.

37), the practice of digital storytelling has most recently found itself a home in the online sphere

(Johnson 2018) where digital artefacts are brought together, often on social media networks or

online archives, to create “self-representational stories” (Dunford and Jenkins 2017 p.3). Digital

storytelling is of particular interest when looking in to the field of digital heritage as the process

allows for historical artefacts to be archived and used in such a way that they can convey stories

from the past which in turn contribute to the feeling of place and belonging within a community

(Alexander and Hamilton 2016).

Hood and Reid (2018) offer insight in to the use of social media as a platform for digital

storytelling, concluding that the connectivity permitted make them “successful mechanism[s]

for eliciting digital stories” and that “these digital stories are not solely about personal history
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but also local history” (p. 21). Conrad (2013) adds further support to this notion stating that

“personal stories can function as a means of building community by connecting community

members to one another through a shared archived history” (p. 459). Conrad

(2013) also reflects on what Couldry (2008) defines as the “shared infrastructure” which allows

communities to create and reflect upon stories which can be assumed to “invigorate the

community thereby encouraging participation” (Conrad 2013 p. 462).

Digital storytelling is of particular importance in the context of the practical element of this

research. Roued-Cunliffe and Copeland (2017) echo sentiments detailed in other studies stating

that the “power of digital connectivity and the ease of creation fuels participation” (p. 2)

whereas Erstad and Wertsch (2008) suggest that a dialogue can be created when the

community are allowed to become involved in the sharing of one person’s experiences.

Although the research contained multiple narratives an overarching theme is the story of local

historian, James Taylor, and his motivations behind visually documenting social heritage. The

research, then, could very much be seen as telling the story of an individual and their own

personal past encounters with people who once lived within North-East communities, while

inviting current members of the same towns and villages to relive these stories and narratives

once again.

Tools for digital storytelling
Although digital tools can allow people to “tell stories from their own lives...using media to add

power and resonance” (McLellan 2006 p. 70), the correct tools must be chosen. It is observed

that digital platforms have both the ability to distract and add to the story (Rossiter and Garcia

2010). Parry (2010) states that in the context of museums, digital platforms can often “fetishize

the future and neglect the past” (p. 5) while MacDonald, Couldry and Dickens (2015) reflect on

the theory developed by Halbwachs (1992), observing that “collective memory requires a

material framework or cadre” (p. 103). Although social media platforms offer the ability for

users to connect and engage with stories on a personal level (Sinn and Syn 2014) it was decided

that for this research it would not act as the sole means by which to host and present material.

Economou (2015) argues that “digital technology is not simply an innocent tool in our effort to

record and understand the past, for it inevitably affects and shapes drastically how we

experience cultural heritage” (p. 225), so a platform which offers the user an experience and

that adds value to collated materials was a desirable outcome for the research, adopting a
simple and easy to use interface which allowed the content itself to be the main focus and

presented without distraction.
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Tait et al. (2013) detail a similar project design where social media was used “to facilitate the

transition...to being an online community without compromising the integrity and validity of the

core data structure” (p. 31), while Ruge and Denison (2017) observe that social media, when

used in conjunction with digital archives, offers the opportunity to promote, engage and expand

upon collections but that the curatorial scope of these platforms is limited. The need for careful

consideration when designing platforms for digital engagement is echoed by King et al. (2016)

who observe that “the medium through which digital engagement occurs can be just as

important in defining the cultural value of heritage encounters as the content itself” (p. 88).

Moreover, Stuedahl and Mortberg (2012) note that should platforms be chosen which are

restrictive and do not allow variety in the presentation of material that a risk exists of imposing

a “single unifying ontology” (p. 109) rather than allowing for dynamic presentation.

Digital Heritage Engagement: increasing access

Heritage receives an almost universal interest (Alexander and Hamilton 2016) and through the

work of institutions and conservation projects work is ongoing on local and national levels to

help in its preservation (McDonald 2011). Processes of digitisation not only help in the

conservation of materials but also permit them being accessed by wider “anonymous and

unanticipated audiences” (MacDonald, Couldry and Dickens 2014 p.107). Digitisation turns

objects once “held in private shoeboxes or filing cabinets” (p. 114) in to networked,

discoverable artefacts which are malleable and inherently able to be repurposed at minimal

cost. Mazzanti (2011) observes that technological obsolescence and issues with the degradation

of magnetic medium could result in loss of content if materials are not digitised and preserved

in this way.

In increasing access to heritage content through combining digitisation of artefacts with online

platforms, it could be considered that heritage is being democratised (Henninger and Scifleet

2016; Blackburn 2013). Purkis (2017) suggests that in allowing for a greater number of points

of access to heritage content and that basing narratives on “ordinary people’s life histories is an

important part of the democratisation of heritage” (p. 434). However, despite it arguably

leading to the creation of narratives which are “more polyvocal...and less dependent on experts”

(Taylor and Gibson 2017 p. 408), thus leading to a greater lever of democratisation of content,
there could also be considered a “disconnection between increased access and increased

democracy” (p. 409). This sentiment is echoed by King et al. (2016) in stating that emphasis is

placed on “breadth of audience and reach, rather than quality of experience” (p. 79). Cameron

and Kenderdine (2010) even go as far as to suggest that content is sometimes placed behind
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digital walls or poorly organised in digital archives which can result in access being restricted

either deliberately or unintentionally through thoughtless design. However, within the context

of this research, these issues were not a concern. Since the aim of the research was to take

elements from private collections and use these to tell the story of a community, it could be

argued that heritage is in a sense being democratised as the focus is on the stories of everyday

lives and not necessarily narratives transcribed by formal memory institutions.

Community engagement

Democratisation of heritage can also be considered from another angle through the ability of

digital heritage to engage members of the community and present a version of history which is

dictated by and reflective of personal stories of community members themselves (Duffy and

Popple 2017). Tait et al. (2013) state that “digital technologies are facilitating community

activity in the collation, production and communication of cultural heritage” (p. 2) while

Giaccardi (2012) acknowledges that social media lends users the ability to dictate the nature of

heritage stories, highlighting areas of importance and “transforming traditional one way media

conversation into an active conversation” (p. 4). This arguably leads to the challenging of

perspectives of experts and institutions on what should be considered important elements of

cultural history. Mutibwa (2016) suggests that there appears to be a “consensus that memory...

tends to be framed by institutions and people in positions of authority” (p. 8), so in presenting

content to audiences which may have previously gone unseen or unnoticed, a new perspective

on local history and stories can be presented.

One of the primary desires of all heritage projects is to actively encourage engagement with

members of the public (Nicholson 2017). Purkis (2017) suggests that in creating narratives

which reflect the stories of ordinary people and allowing the presentation of and interaction

with information that is “linked intrinsically to people’s own lives” (p. 435) that a sense of place

can be created and engagement fostered. The idea is further explored by Cassidy (2012) when

analysing the Retracing Salford project which used collections of digitised audiovisual materials

held in private collections to “rejuvenate a sense of place, despite the eradication of the built

and social environment” (p. 166). A number of parallels could be drawn between the

communities of Fraserburgh and Salford in this respect as the town centre in Fraserburgh is

currently undergoing a process of regeneration following years of neglect, which had led to

many feeling it has lost its sense of place.

The power of a heritage project such as this can encourage a sense of ownership in the

community of their heritage and physical spaces (Mutibwa 2016). Beel et al. (2017) further
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emphasis this point by suggesting that “community heritage...represents a series of place- based

connections between individuals who come together to collect and share their historical

narratives” (p. 463) whereas Stevens et al. (2010) suggest that through this initial process

heritage work can act as a ‘pushing-off’ point for further community engagement. Duffy and

Popple (2017) add support to this point when looking at heritage in the context of Island Stories,

concluding that in creating a “democratised ecosystem” for the project in which “traditionally

recognised roles of 'expert' and 'public'” (p. 3) were reimagined led to the realisation of a

project which encouraged community participation and created a sense of place and of a shared

heritage.

Audio visual artefacts as tools for heritage engagement
Following an analysis of a photo-elicitation research Hood and Reid (2018) observed that

“photographs play an essential role in the continuity of contemporary culture for the local

community” (p. 21), a sentiment which is echoed by Niederee et al. (2018) where the

importance of preserving photography is emphasised as it assists in the process of

“contextualised remembering” (p. 8) supporting recall in the human brain and active

engagement with history. Heritage photography when used in conjunction with social media

was seen as powerful way to create a sense of place and unity in the community of Portsoy (Beel

et al. 2013) and also when used as part of a multimedia project involving the collection of

materials held by Salford Boys Club, where the frameworks utilised allowed the visual collection

to act as “contemporary example of collective memory” (MacDonald, Couldry and Dickens 2015

p. 188).

Although several studies examine photography in such a way, few studies focus on the potential

of the moving image to serve the same purpose. Ongena et al. (2013) discuss audio visual

heritage services but their empirical study mainly focusses on the potential of two online video

hosting sites to act as places to engage with video and not necessarily on the ability of video

itself to engage audiences. Similarly, when looking at preserving film, Kapse (2015)

concentrates on the digitisation of celluloid and how this impacts the perceived worth of the

created digital artefact. Other studies also look at digitisation in this respect, questioning

whether it diminishes the value of content but this was not a concern for this research. The

reverse is actually seen as true as it could be argued that converting the films for use in the

project from their original form that further value is being added and, in preserving content, the

wealth of information contained within is being acknowledged.
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The theories cited here created a foundation to support the production of the platform but also

allowed guidelines to be developed so that the project delivered an online space which would

fulfil the desired functions of digital heritage engagement, placing its user base at the centre of

considerations.
Methodology

The research, as well as collection and curation, of film, adopted an ethnographic approach, as

the initial data collection involved working within the community, and with James Taylor and

other contributors, to gather and select material for use in the portal. Within this framework,

the method was “conceptualized as involving participant observation within a community or

field of study” (Harrison 2018 p.3). Moreover, Van Maanen (2011) defines an ethnographic

study as the “representation of culture as used by particular people, in particular places, at

particular times” (p. 155) which further supports the justification of the use of this research

design for the project. When researching heritage material to support video artefacts within the

portal, adopting this mixed method design allowed for the gathering of information using a

number of sources and methods (including conducting interviews with James Taylor himself as

well as other members of the community). Considering that the fundamental aspects of an

ethnographic study are “participant-observation, writing fieldnotes, and conducting interviews”

(Harrison 2018 p 19), the techniques used within this aspect of the research echo that of a

traditional ethnographic study.
Collection of data

Materials, of various formats, were gathered for use within the research and, although moving

image serves as the basis of the narrative, still images, sound recordings and newspaper articles

were also collected to enhance and contextualise the narratives contained within the film clips.

Film from the James Taylor collection

James Taylor, a resident of the village of Rosehearty near Fraserburgh, provided a vast quantity

of film material and information for use within the research. Over the years, he personally has

built an archive of audio-visual recordings, photographs and documents relating to Scottish

social culture and traditions, with a focus on the North-East of Scotland. He has written a

number of short books and has amassed vast quantities of heritage materials including over 300

hours of audio recordings dating from the 1960s and almost the equivalent volume of film

recordings dating from the early 1980s. Having always had an interest in stories and North-East
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culture, James Taylor created this archive with altruistic motives with the sole purpose being

the preservation and dissemination of the culture of North-East Scotland. James Taylor was an

ethnographic researcher without necessarily realising it, being part of the community and with

the keenest of interests in recording and documenting it. Our own project’s ethnographical

element was facilitated by Andrew Davidson being ‘a Broch Loon’ [dialect for a Fraserburgh

Boy, or a native]. His closeness to the town, his name being recognisable, his family connections

known all facilitated access to material in a way that an outsider might have found more

problematic.

Although he has been gradually uploading some of his clips to YouTube, the ‘Fraserburgh on

Film’ research project goes beyond the storytelling limitations of the video streaming platform

by providing a space for the presentation of mixed media, utilising the many methods available

to the digital storyteller to convey a story (Sage et al. 2018). The materials recorded by James

Taylor do not all deal with the North-East Scotland. However, as this research was concerned

with Fraserburgh and the surrounding areas, a selection of his films were viewed and sorted for

geographic relevancy with materials chosen which dealt with people and content relevant to

Fraserburgh and the villages in close proximation to the town.

The selected films were then digitally enhanced and edited before being uploaded to Vimeo, the

chosen video hosting platform for the clips as it allows for an advertisement free premium

subscription service with advanced embedding features which were necessary when linking the

video content with the platform. Adobe Premiere Pro was utilised to edit the clips and to rectify a

number of audio and visual issues which arose in the analogue to digital conversion process.

As Smimite et al. (2013) observe, audio of a low quality can negatively impede the way in which

an individual relates to, and consumes, an audio-visual artefact. As the research was connected

with the representation of oral histories, it was important that audio tracks were presented in

such a way that problems with noise or synchronisation with the video track did not hinder

user experience of the content.

Each film clip was imported to Adobe Premiere Pro and, where necessary, edited to improve

overall quality. The audio was cleaned up by taking ‘noise prints’ of unwanted hiss frequencies

which were then analysed and reduced using Adobe Audition and where the audio track had

slipped out of synchronisation, this was manually rectified. Video tracks which suffered from

tracking issues caused by analogue hardware capture were digitally processed and stabilised

with colour correction applied where issues with white balance and degradation of film

occurred.
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Film from other sources
A number of other films obtained from various sources were gathered for use within the

research. Fraserburgh Heritage Centre had a small quantity of pre-digitised content which they

granted permission to use. These also underwent the process of editing and colour correction

mentioned above. However, due to the digitisation process used, the resolution of some of the

clips was quite low but they were still included within the archive as many of them represent

important elements of the social and cultural fabric of the area.

A small amount of 8mm film shot by residents of the town was also obtained and digitised for

use within the project. The majority of this came from Edith Burrows, whose father, George

Rattray, owned a shop on High Street and was a keen amateur film maker. In order to digitise

these, an 8mm projector was used in conjunction with a telecine box and the projected image

was recorded on a DSLR camera through a macro lens. The frame rate of the camera was altered

so that it could match the 18FPS of the 8mm projector.

Audio recordings

A series of audio recordings were made to enhance to the content on the portal and to provide a

modern perspective on stories from the past. These came in the form of short anecdotes from

James Taylor about some of his interviewees, commentary from Edith Burrows of her father’s

films as well as snippets from interviews conducted with actors Bridget McCann, John Buick and

Fiona Knowles who appeared in televised versions of James Duthie’s plays and were contacted

to provide reminiscences as part of the research. In including these, a dual perspective (meta-

level local history reminiscences) on some of the stories was created.
Newspaper clippings

Various newspaper clippings, obtained from the British Newspaper Archive, were gathered,

mostly from the archived versions of publications from the North-East of Scotland, namely The

Fraserburgh Herald and Northern Counties advertiser, The Aberdeen Press and Journal and The

Evening Express. Scans of the pages were edited using Adobe Photoshop to clip the relevant

content, which was then uploaded with metadata attached, detailing origin of the clipping,

publication date and copyright information.
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Creating the portal
It was decided that a clean and simple aesthetic design for the portal should be adopted which

would lend itself to the collated materials being emphasised while maximising functionality.

The result was the creation of a space which is intuitive in its user interactions and simple to

navigate. Squarespace was used as the platform for creating the portal and although elements

were borrowed from their pre-set templates, a unique layout for the site was developed using

elements of CSS coding. This was utilised in creating the ‘behind the film’ section where a ‘fade

in’ was coded for each page as well as removing the site navigation banner in order to allow the

content to fill the browser screen.

Creating the archive

At the launch, the archive contained 90 unique catalogue entries each containing a film clip

linked from the content uploaded to Vimeo. In order to create uniformly-presented entries (that

can be easily updatable with subsequent information and tagged with appropriate metadata), it

was decided that a modified version of the Squarespace ‘blog’ function be used. Each ‘catalogue’

record in the archive is, therefore, essentially a ‘blog’ post which has been slightly modified to

closer resemble a more traditional archive record.

Figure 1.

Gathered film content was viewed and analysed for emergent themes which were then in turn

used as the basis for tagging entries with metadata. This permitted the indexing of film at the
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appropriate place within the archive. Fig. 2 shows the tag as applied to the entry for the

purposes of indexing, which in this instance is ‘James Taylor’, the creator of the content.

Figure 2.

Used in conjunction with the archive section, the tags can be used to index content. As seen in

fig. 3 and 4, the ‘James Taylor’ tag is used to index the entries under the correct heading. In using

this function, the creation and indexing of further records is simplified so subsequent entries

can be added with relative ease as the archive progresses after launch.
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Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Further metadata tags were also added to entries which served to improve the search function

of the site. Subject matter was deduced from the notes taken on videos and subsequent relevant

tags added to assist users in finding desired content. Although archiving and metadata

standards do exist with the General International Standard Archival Description (ISAD), these

were not strictly adhered to as many of the predicted search terms are considered to be unique

to the locality, such as names of places or people. Techniques were deployed, however, which

allowed content to have enhanced discoverability through the techniques offered by metadata

descriptors (Labrador and Chilton 2009). The resulting search function is suitable for the nature

of the site, which although sharing similar aesthetics with a traditional archive catalogue,

functions in a slightly different way.

For example, as shown within fig. 5 and 6, by adding the tag ‘Rosehearty’, to the film of Leeby

Downie, a one-time resident of the town, the search function will produce a relevant result
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when searching with this term.

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

A number of tags were added using this technique, taken from themes and keywords which

emerged from performing a content analysis of the clips within the archive.
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Methodological reflections
In adopting these methods and techniques, a platform was created which echoes a traditional

archive but allows for the dynamic use of gathered materials across the site. In using indexing

and metadata tagging in ways mentioned above, the platform has been made flexible and easy

to update as new information becomes available which, in turn, facilitates the desired outcome

of the project having the ability to grow and develop over time.
Archive Aesthetic Design

Figure 7

When planning the portal, several decisions were made in relation to the design and

functionality of the site. It was decided that in order to highlight the collated materials, that a

minimalistic approach be adopted which would in turn lend itself to the creation of a user-

friendly design. As acknowledged by Rossiter and Garcia (2010), digital platforms have the

ability to distract from the story if presented in overly complex manner with unintuitive

navigation and functionality. Artese, Gagliardi and Ciocca (2017) agree with this sentiment and

propose that, in the context of social and cultural websites, some of the key aspects to consider

when designing a platform are interactive features, aesthetics and site architecture.

With ease of use and navigation in mind, the research focused the collation of materials via two

main areas in which the collected artefacts of intangible heritage can be consumed: the ‘archive’
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and ‘behind the film’. The former provides an interface where users can search and interact with

content freely and is based on a design of a traditional archive or online catalogue. The ‘behind

the film’ element of the project provides a more curated experience for the user, guiding them

through narratives borrowed from the themes of selected films, supplemented by additional

artefacts of digital ephemera such as documents and newspaper articles as well as audio

recordings and digital imagery.

The archive

Figure 8.

The archive is arranged in such a way that, alongside a traditional search function, anchor links

have been used to assist the user in navigating the space. As seen in the screenshot above, the

anchor links shown below the search function correspond to the broad themes which emerged

when gathering the films for use within the portal. The archive content is presented as a long

form single page, so these links allow the user to be quickly taken to their desired section on the

page. Although it appears to the user that the archive is one single page, it is in reality made up

of 10 index pages, each with a collection of individual records (in the context of this work, the

unique page created for each film) automatically indexed in the relevant section via the

attachment of metadata tags. Arranging the records in such a fashion follows suggested

recommendations of best practice when designing an archive where accessing content should

not be an over complex process for the user (Maxwell 2010) and expansion be facilitated as new

materials are collected. Considering that an aim of the research was to use the platform as a tool

for participatory heritage, where user input and content production is seen as a vehicle for
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collection expansion (Tasker and Liew, 2018), the architecture of the archive was designed in

such a way that this would be easily achieved.

The search function and anchor links are used solely to assist in navigation of the space and not

to restrict the user’s interaction with the archive. Therefore, normal scrolling of the page has

also been included which overrides the functionality of the links.

Figure 9.

The user is presented with a screenshot, title and brief description of each catalogue entry. The

use of symbols has also been included to signify to the user the types of content present within

each record: the camera symbol (🎥🎥) denotes the record contains a video clip, the microphone

(🎤🎤) that the record also contains a supplementary audio recording and the newspaper icon (📰📰)

to signify that the record has an artefact of digital ephemera attached such as a scan of a related

newspaper article or text-based document.

Upon clicking on the entry, the user will be taken to the full record (fig. 10) which contains a

more detailed description, the full-length video clip available to view, and in this example, an

audio recording from James Taylor reflecting on his relationship with the subject of the

interview, Willie Whyte, reminiscing about the time he filmed the featured interview.
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Figure 10.

Users are actively encouraged to contribute any further information they have which is related

to people featured or stories conveyed within the platform. Each record has a simple to use

feedback function allowing comments and information about films from the community to be

sent directly to admin. An aim of the work going forward is to record more audio clips featuring

modern reflections from people about the films and subject matter featured so contact will be

made and contribution encouraged in this way.

Although it was possible to add the functionality whereby users could add their thoughts

directly to pages instead of going through site administrators, it was decided that interaction in
this way was not in keeping with the overall desired outcome of the research where a curated

experience is provided. In linking with the social media platforms Facebook and Instagram, the

functionality will be provided whereby users can comment directly in a more familiar setting.

Moreover, as with other materials presented within the project, contributions from users will

have their value celebrated with any quotes, audio recordings or photographs obtained through

this method being used in a way which seamlessly incorporates them into the website to further

enhance content.
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Behind the film
Although the archive allows for the use of additional materials which enhance the content of

films and interviews, it was decided that the platform could also deploy methods of digital

storytelling in order to create a narrative driven backdrop to some of the stories presented

within. Rizvic et al. (2017), when developing guidelines for effective interactive digital

storytelling, concluded that materials in a variety of formats should be presented in order to

retain the attention of the audience and that the information should be presented in such a way

that the user finds ease in navigation.

Initially when designing this section of the portal, an alternative format was adopted where

information was presented in a traditional ‘long scroll’ page. However, upon conducting some

early user functionality tests, it was found that users would often scroll past some of the

collated information and reported feeling overwhelmed with material on some of the longer

sections.

Again, when referring to the digital storytelling guidelines developed by Rizvic et al. (2017),

presenting too much information which is poorly structured discourages users and diminishes

their motivation to explore. With this in mind, the format of the section was changed and

simplified considerably with the aim of achieving the following: a) to limit on screen

distractions and focus the user’s attention on the materials being presented and b) to

deliberately slow down site navigation to encourage users to take time to read and interact with

the conveyed narrative.

The chosen format for this section borrows elements from an interactive exhibition piece,

taking the user on a guided journey which has the “capacity to engage in multiple forms of

multimedia content, such as image, audio, video [and] text” (Dumitrescu, Lepadatu and Ciurea

2014 p 103), beyond the restraints of a physical museum space.
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Figure 11.

Sample functionality
Upon arriving at the ‘behind the film’ section of the site, the user is greeted with the landing

page as seen in fig. 11. Each picture represents an expanded story on a certain topic. Upon

launch, the site will feature twelve of these sections with the aim of adding more as part of the

ongoing development of the archive.

One of the stories dealt with within this section is that of James Duthie, a playwright from the

village of St Combs. A one-time deck hand and cook upon a fishing boat, he made an unexpected

career change in the 1970s, following his desire to become a writer for the stage and screen.

James Taylor interviewed James Duthie at his home in the late 1980s and the full-length

interview, with a run time of at 31 minutes 49 seconds, is available to view within the archive.

However, the ‘behind the film’ section of the portal has facilitated the expansion of certain

details contained within James Taylor’s film and allowed the interview to be broken down and

presented in shorter sections dealing with particular details of James Duthie’s story. This is in

keeping with recommendations from Rizvic et al. (2017) that suggest that the length video

segments be kept short when used within the process of digital storytelling as user attention

spans often lead to longer clips being overlooked.
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Figure 12.

Each section has an intro page similar to the one shown in fig. 12 where a full-size video plays

behind the title on a loop and serves as an introduction to the story. As can be seen from the

screenshot, the navigation banner used elsewhere in the site has been removed so the content is

displayed full screen.

The user is then guided through the story page by page with a curated narrative about the topic

in question presented. Fig. 13 demonstrates that the top navigation has been completely

simplified and content deliberately displayed on a single page which cannot be scrolled,

imitating a digital presentation or interactive exhibition piece, focussing the user without

distraction on the content itself. In this example, an audio recording from James Taylor, in which
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he describes conducting the interview with James Duthie, is provided on the first page.

Figure 13.

Examples of Duthie’s work are presented in chronological order within this particular ‘behind

the film’ section, with supplementary archive materials used to further enhance the story. His

first play, ‘Donal and Sally’, was produced for screen under the BBC’s ‘Play for Today’ series and,

as seen in fig. 14, a clip of the interview in which he talks about the play has been edited so it

runs at a more digestible length of 2 minutes 17 seconds, serving as an introduction to this

aspect of his work.
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Figure 14.

As the user continues their journey through the narrative, they are presented with other

materials which add further value and context to the story. A typical example contains a

combination of materials to enhance a particular element or idea. Fig. 15 illustrates this with the

page featuring an audio recording from Bridget McCann, an actor who featured in ‘Donal and

Sally’, as well as screenshots from the play, an archived newspaper article about her

involvement as well as a short clip featuring her in the play itself.
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Figure 15.

Other curated sections featured in the ‘behind the film’ section feature audio recordings of

reminiscences from local people, scans of advertisements and historical documents and

photographs which again serve to enhance the content of the collated films and place them in

context for the user. As with the ‘archive’ section, users are encouraged to get in touch via the

‘more information’ button, which will allow them to offer additional information presenting the

opportunity for community input in the process of collection expansion.

Launch and impacts

The Fraserburgh on Film archive was launched on 2 December 2019. It rapidly fulfilled the

desired outcome engaging users with the social and cultural history of Fraserburgh and its

surrounding areas through the presentation films and digital materials. As of June 2020, six

months after launch, the online archive has had over 53,000 page views with collective viewing

numbers of film clips reaching over 85,000. The project was also featured on a Scottish

Television news report (2 Feb 2020), the film of which itself was viewed over 17,000 times

within the first month of launch
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Figure 16.
As mentioned earlier, a key aim for the archive is that it be used as place to foster community

involvement, inspired by the theories of participatory heritage to “draw individuals together

around content” (Roued-Cunliffe and Copeland 2017 p. 1) and offers members of the online

community an opportunity to be part of the story being told instead of passively consuming

content (Owens 2013).

In order to support this element of the research, accompanying social media pages have been

created on both Facebook and Instagram to act as a place to promote new material as it is added

to the site, encouraging return visits. In addition, it has further enhanced user connectivity and

interaction with the site, stimulating participation by eliciting information to supplement details

surrounding events seen within the films as is demonstrated in the figure below.

In linking with social media, users have been given the opportunity to add reflections and

engage with content and the potential for collection of further sources of information for the

portal has been realised. Crowdsourcing of data and gathering user generated content can

facilitate the act of connecting with heritage while providing a valuable outlet for collection

expansion (Ridge 2013). In the context of this project, since launch, private film collections for

inclusion have donated been from a number of individuals. These include a series of films from

the 1960s of boat launches and events around the town and a series of films shot in the late

1930s by Alexander Benzie, a well-known business owner from the era, which were submitted

by his grandson and previously only viewed by his close family. This form of participatory

engagement highlights the potential of unlocking hidden (often private family) archives. The

Benzie example also reinforces the key aspects often observed in local participatory heritage,
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from the relatively prosaic comments about locations through to the visceral and deeply-held

affection for a place or a person.

Figure 17.
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User submissions of sources of information, reminiscences and reflections, ephemera and

photographs have also been elicited through social media pages connected with the archive.

Comments from the community have been added to film records in order to provide a modern

reflective narrative to content, as the examples below show, helping to foster a sense of

community ownership over shared heritage, placing the emphasis on a visceral nostalgia.

Figure 18.
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Figure 19.

Photographs taken at the time of events featured in the films have also been submitted by

members of the community and have become stories in of themselves. These include the story

of Andrew Noble who featured very briefly in Alexander Benzie’s film the 1937 Coronation bike

parade, as well as a photo titled ‘The Three Queens’, which showed Fraserburgh resident

Marjorie Stephen, alongside Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother and Queen Ingrid of Denmark in

JB McDonalds 1956 film of the marriage of Hon. Flora Fraser and Captain Alexander Ramsay.

These photos with attached information serve as personal vignettes taken from fleeting
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glimpses of faces in crowds shot decades previously.
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Figure 20.

Figure 21.

As it stands, the content currently featured could be considered as first phase of a larger project,
with the site having the potential to grow and develop over time. In creating a platform with

mechanics which accommodate growth, development of the site is facilitated and will allow for

the continued advancement of the aims of the project overall. Fraserburgh on Film presents an
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opportunity to foster the development of a community archive while helping to preserve the

social and cultural lived histories and stories unique to the area. In doing so, the archive of

materials has not only been preserved but their merit as valuable artefacts has engendered

renewed pride within the community.
Conclusion

As detailed within this article, the various methods and techniques illustrated reflect the

expectations set out in the aims and objectives of the research. The archive platform was

successfully created and launched; it fulfils the intended function of presenting a series of

curated films and digital materials, collating them in such a fashion that they reflect techniques

of digital storytelling while engaging users with the social and cultural history of a town and its

surrounding areas. In doing so, the content contained within films has not only been preserved

but their merit as valuable artefacts, in which stories of the past are contained, has been

celebrated.

In linking the platform with social media and encouraging community contributions within the

site itself, the desired outcome of presenting the platform as a place to facilitate participatory

heritage has been achieved. As previously stressed, growth and development are key desired

outcomes of this research. By permitting this level of interaction and designing the archive of

the project in such a way that continuous collection expansion is easily accommodated through

the template design and functionality, the site created assists in meeting the overall aims and

objectives.

On the surface, Fraserburgh on Film is an archive of moving image but when looked at it within

the context of social and cultural history, it has so much more to offer. As a vehicle for

community heritage it presents the opportunity to rekindle a sense of place in the area by

providing a visual record of days and lives now gone; as a resource for local and heritage studies

it provides a database of oral histories told in the words of local residents past and present; as a

platform for participatory heritage it has the potential to bring members of the community

together to create a lasting archive which documents their shared heritage. Its creation offers
wider, transferable lessons for other, similar initiatives and projects. In particular, we would

emphasise the importance of having (or at least developing) closeness to the community which

undeniably yielded access to materials that might otherwise have remained out of reach.

The contribution made to the project by a single local historian, James Taylor, cannot be

overstated. One of the unique things about the Fraserburgh area is that this vast archive of
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voices from the past exists due to his inexhaustible energy in documenting and preserving the

stories and oral histories of the people who lived and worked in the region over the years.

Other communities have similar, heroic figures. Although representing a small section of the

body of his work, Fraserburgh on Film can act as means by which to further promote the

significance of this collection, its value, and the unique story of the person behind it. Taylor’s

work could be said to be one of the motivations for this research and for finding ways to

continue the story of the North-East by enabling archived materials to be viewed and accessed

in one place for the first time and thus preserving the community heritage of an area, motivated

by the drive to preserve the history of an area for its people.

The realisation of the platform as a resource for participatory heritage and the level of

community interactivity will be enduring measures of the success of the project. In this respect,

the creation of the digital platform is only part of the strategy that any organisation must adopt.

It is the repository but in and of itself does not deliver community participation. With

Fraserburgh on Film, that has been developed through social media which facilitates the sharing

and wide dissemination of content, crowdsourcing of additional information and, indeed, the

community’s own sense of civic engagement and pride. The lesson for others in this is that the

archive is important but it must be coupled with the kinds of the end-user community

engagement that only social media can deliver. Considering that it is now said to be a crucial

time for the preservation of deteriorating film formats and, given that digital manipulation of

film has simplified its conservation, the project could work as a blueprint for similar initiatives

in other parts of the country, encouraging the creation of community led audio visual archives.
By establishing a visual archive to dedicated Fraserburgh and its surrounding villages, unique

aspects of the lives of the people of the area can be honoured. In growing the archive with the

help of the community itself, the narrative has the potential to develop, adapt and expand,

continuously building upon the story of North-East Scotland.
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